
Indefinite Pronouns (every/some/any/no)

Name: Date: __/__/20__

They seemed to dig down into her very soul, as if searching for
________thing.
1.

some

I felt the cold wind, though I did not say ________thing; not upon the open
road, but when we got among your trees.
2. any

Miss Robinson and her mother were punctual to the very stroke of the
clock, the new canvas stood waiting on the smaller easel, and ________thing
was ready for an immediate start.

3.
every

________thing was in readiness, but one of the wise men seemed
perplexed and would not come at once to join his two companions who were
eager and impatient to be on their way in the direction indicated by the star.

4. Every

Ascertain what he is really interested in; very often it is ________thing
quite different from what you suppose.
5. some

As death, in the savage view, was due to the intervention of a supernatural
agency, the dead body and ________thing connected with it partook of the
sacredness that attached to the supernatural.

6.
every

Seeking out the agent, he moved over to him and whispered
________thing in his ear.
7.

some

I had this cabinet moved out, the floor, wall, and ________thing connected
with it thoroughly examined.
8. every

And there's ________thing to despair about.9. no

Keeping to her determination, Ella wrote cheerfully to Mrs Brandon,
making the best of ________thing, and then devoted herself energetically to
the task of trying to shape the rugged children in her charge.

10.
every

There's always ________thing fascinating in the idea of having money left
one.
11. some
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Besides, there's just a chance that it doesn't mean ________thing, after
all.
12. any

I am sure you will not say ________thing about it, because you are good,
and that other person will be silent because she is afraid to speak.
13. any

Each day she hunted for ________thing to eat.14. some

Accordingly, he lit the wicks of the great lamps and, after assuring himself
that ________thing was in perfect order, he and the other boys descended to
the dining room.

15.
every

Laura looked up with a smile, but said ________thing.16. no

Michael began to look for ________thing to eat.17. some

There was ________thing left but to depart.18. no

There is ________thing, I know not what, in that tall fellow I did not like.19. some

So there was ________thing to do but to obey.20. no
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